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Natural Partnerships Program Zoos Partnered in Conservation



Photo: SLF Kyrgyzstan/Snow Leopard Trust



2017



Turn the page for a message from our Director of Zoo Programs



Snow leopard caught on camera in Shamshy, in Kyrgyzstan’s Central Tien Shan Mountains. In 2016, along with our partners, we successfully converted Shamshy, a former hunting concession, into a wildlife sanctuary. Please see Page 3 for more research highlights!



Our Natural Partnerships Program is celebrating its 20th Anniversary this year and over the course of the past two decades, you and your colleagues have raised over $2,000,000, all of which went directly to protect the endangered snow leopard in its natural habitat. However, as mentioned in the enclosed letter, we all know that it is about more than the amount of money raised, because along with those crucial funds you as zoos are also raising awareness, expectations, and the next generation of conservationists. This packet highlights what your partnership has made possible and how you can continue to be involved. Thank you for your support and inspiration!



WWW.SNOWLEOPARD.ORG



HAPPY 20TH ANNIVERSARY! Dearest Friends and Colleagues, Zoos, like snow leopard habitat, are fragmented in that they are spread out through vast areas and yet the same collective mission to connect people to science, nature, and community unites us all. The Snow Leopard Trust’s Natural Partnerships Program (NPP) brings together the global zoo community and bridges inspiring moments that your visitors experience with powerful contributions to snow leopard conservation in the field. This program officially started in 1997, so 2017 marks the 20th Anniversary of connecting zoos to a positive conservation message and working with you all to ensure that this message is effectively highlighted to your staff, visitors, members, and other stakeholders. You do such incredible work that deserves to be promoted and shared. Since the inception of NPP, you have helped to raise over $2,000,000 all of which went directly to protect this incredible species. However, as you well know, it is about more than just the amount of money raised, because along with those crucial funds you are also raising awareness, expectations, and the next generation of conservationists. If you have already contributed this year, thank you for your support! If you have not yet sent in your contribution, or want to join the program as a new member, please contact me and/or fill out and send in the enclosed form. If you manage a gift shop and need to refill your stock, or if you are interested in selling some of our conservation merchandise for the first time, please see page 6 for ordering information. As always in the realm of conservation, there is still much work to be done, and with partners like you, I have great hopes for 2017 and beyond. On behalf of the Snow Leopard Trust, I sincerely thank you for being a part of this hope and this mission as we move together towards a safer future for snow leopards. It is an honor to work with each and every one of you and please let me know if you have any questions or need anything at all. For the cats,



Marissa Niranjan Director of Zoo Programs Snow Leopard Trust [email protected] 1-206-632-2421



Family of snow leopards—Kyrgyzstan



Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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INSERT: Zoo Partnership Form—Please fill out and send back today!



Anu, the first female to join our Long Term Ecological Study in 2011, is seen here with two almost fully grown cubs in 2016. Anu also gave birth in 2012, and her cub was the first wild snow leopard to ever be filmed in its den. Since then, she has had at least three additional litters including the cubs pictured above. To read more about our long-term study, please see Page 3. Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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IN-SITU CONSERVATION PROJECTS



COMMUNITY-BASED CONSERVATION (CBC) At Snow Leopard Trust, community engagement is at the very core of our conservation principles; we believe that conservation programs are not truly sustainable without the input and participation of local people. With your support, we were able to engage over 5000 families in our community-based conservation programs across Kyrgyzstan, China, India, Pakistan, and Mongolia.



SPOTLIGHT ON: SNOW LEOPARD ENTERPRISES (SLE) In 1998, we created Snow Leopard Enterprises (SLE), our flagship community-based conservation program, to help create sustainable economic opportunities for subsistence herding communities who share habitat with wild snow leopards, and to help reduce the economic impact if a snow leopard preys on domestic livestock. SLE enables participants to make beautiful handmade items from the raw wool of their livestock – intricate felt rugs, hot pads, and ornaments, pet toys and more. We purchase these products at mutually agreed upon prices, and market them to customers around the world, including many zoo stores!



Photo credit: NCF India/SLT



Snow Leopard Enterprises has drastically increased the value of each herding family’s raw wool, and the money earned can boost annual household income by up to 40%, allowing families to more easily afford food, medicine, clothing, and other vital necessities. Profits from SLE are invested back into handicraft trainings and conservation education programs. We currently operate SLE programs in Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Mongolia, and India.



A trainer teaches an SLE participant in India



OTHER 2016 COMMUNITY-BASED CONSERVATION HIGHLIGHTS    



Conducted Protected Area ranger trainings — Kyrgyzstan Built more than a dozen predator-proof livestock corrals — Pakistan, Mongolia Helped establish the 8000 km2 Tost Nature Reserve — Mongolia Sustained our livestock insurance program — Mongolia, India, China Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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IN-SITU CONSERVATION PROJECTS



CONSERVATION EDUCATION We believe that sustainable conservation begins with awareness and an understanding of the value of protecting our natural surroundings. To foster a love of nature and animals in community members of all ages, we operate a series of environmental education programs for children and adults in the areas where we work.



SPOTLIGHT ON: ECO-CAMPS During the summer months, field teams in India and Mongolia organize outdoor eco-camps for children 10-14 years of age. These camps immerse children in exploration, discovery and team-building exercises to increase their knowledge and appreciation for local biodiversity. Since 2014, we have completed a total of 12 camps annually for at least 300 students each year.



Photo credit: SLCF Mongolia/SLT



In July 2016, we ran our annual eco-camp in Mongolia for 40 local sixth- and seventh-graders and their teachers. During this five-day overnight camp, students engaged in hands-on activities to learn more about the plants, animals, and geology of their surroundings. An entire day was dedicated to snow leopards: children learned about their role in the ecosystem, searched for evidence of nearby snow leopards, and discussed ways for humans and snow leopards to co-exist more peacefully.



Conservation & Education Manager Nadia Mijiddorj leads students in an eco-camp activity in Mongolia



OTHER 2016 EDUCATION HIGHLIGHTS   



Established Nature Clubs in 63 local schools — India, Pakistan Conducted herder trainings and workshops — Pakistan, India, Mongolia, China, Kyrgyzstan Provided mentorships and shadowing experiences for older youths to gain hands-on career knowledge alongside our staff — India Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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IN-SITU CONSERVATION PROJECTS



RESEARCH Sound scientific research, like community-based conservation, is a fundamental component of our work at Snow Leopard Trust. Our science teams conduct a variety of studies to better understand snow leopard ecology, population dynamics, and the effect of our conservation programs on the landscape and the people of each region where we work.



SPOTLIGHT ON: LONG-TERM ECOLOGY STUDY (LTES) In 2008, we piloted our Long-Term Ecological Study in the South Gobi region of Mongolia to better understand snow leopard ecology, and to fill crucial gaps in snow leopard data. The first comprehensive study of its kind, LTES encompasses a wide range of snow leopard research, including population studies, spatial and trophic ecology analyses, and community surveys. While focusing on the snow leopard, this research also helps to illuminate the relationships between wildlife, livestock and humans. Our overarching conservation goal is to use data from our study to inform and improve efforts to conserve the endangered snow leopard and its habitat. A hallmark of our LTES is our GPS collaring program, through which we have outfitted 23 snow leopards with state-of-the-art GPS radio collars – more than all other collaring programs combined! During the most recent field collaring trip in April 2017, Field Biologist Örjan Johansson successfully outfitted three new cats with GPS collars: M12, M13, and F10. The data that these three snow leopards provide will be invaluable to our evolving understanding of these amazing animals. Another major component of our LTES, research cameras allow us a close-up glimpse of these elusive cats in their natural habitat. Last year, with the help of volunteer rangers from the local herder community in Tost, we set up 39 research cameras across an area of 1,684 km2 . The cameras were collected from the field in November 2016, and initial analysis reveals many stunning images of snow leopards, including a mother with three grown cubs. Our researchers recently confirmed that the mother is Anu, a female we collared in 2011!



Research and Monitoring Manager, Purevjav Lkhagvajav teaches how to set up a camera trap



Anu and cubs, 2016.



OTHER 2016 RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS    



Cameras document, for the first time, snow leopards and common leopards sharing habitat — China Research and monitor the impact of feral dogs on local ecosystems and wildlife — China, India Monitoring studies of snow leopards commenced in Shamshy Wildlife Sanctuary — Kyrgyzstan For the first time, wild snow leopards are seen in Central Karakorum National Park — Pakistan Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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GLOBAL CONNECTIONS



Ariuna shares her work with other students at Eco-Camp



Snow Leopard in Ladakh, India. Karma Sonam NCF/SLT



GLOBAL SNOW LEOPARD AND ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION PROGRAM We are proud to continue to play a key role in the Global Snow Leopard and Ecosystem Protection Program (GSLEP), a program established in 2013 with the goal of identifying and securing 20 landscapes across the snow leopard’s 12-country range by the year 2020. With the involvement of diverse participants ranging from field scientists, community leaders, government officials, and other international NGOs, GSLEP’s aim is to develop an innovative, participatory landscape-level management plan for far-reaching snow leopard conservation on both macro (policymaking) and micro (community stakeholder) levels. The next GSLEP summit is scheduled for September 2017 in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan. To learn more about GSLEP and the “Secure 20 by 2020” initiative, please visit www.globalsnowleopard.org.



JOIN THE NETWORK The Snow Leopard Network is a worldwide organization dedicated to facilitating the exchange of information between individuals around the world for the purpose of snow leopard preservation. More than 300 members make up the network including educators, researchers, conservationists, and other leading snow leopard experts in the public, private, and non-profit sectors. The network maintains a snow leopard bibliography so that members can access articles on any snow leopard related topic. Join this network of international people interested in providing ideas toward the survival of this species. Visit www.snowleopardnetwork.org.



2016 STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK RETREAT In June 2016, we were given the incredible opportunity to hold an organization-wide strategic framework retreat, in which our Operations, Science, and Country Program teams came together to discuss challenges, opportunities, and our vision for the next 5-10 years. Supported by a generous grant from Acacia Foundation, our strategic framework retreat was hosted by our Operations team in Seattle, and included team members from across Central Asia and Europe. By investing in our teams, continually developing our conservation programs, and planning a cohesive vision for our future, we are more confident than ever in our ability to protect these beautiful cats in the



SCHEDULE A PRESENTATION BY A SNOW LEOPARD TRUST STAFF MEMBER Give your staff, visitors, members, and other stakeholders the opportunity to hear first-hand what the Snow Leopard Trust is working on, including updates on new methodology and equipment being used, and knowledge we are gaining from our various projects. Discover new conservation models and see how strong community partnerships are helping protect these endangered cats. You will also get a peek at exclusive photos from the field and can ask questions to further understand just how much your support is positively impacting our programs. Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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CONSERVATION COMMERCE Sell Conservation Products in your Gift Shop Or at a Special Event!



Provide your visitors with a tangible way to make a positive impact—right on the spot! Over 55 Zoos worldwide have added our conservation handicrafts, along with Snow Leopard Trust logo products, to their gift stores as a way to contribute to conservation and generate revenue. As a zoo store, you purchase at wholesale prices, and set your own retail prices to fit your market. You can sell directly through your gift store, or you can sell our items at your next event. For event ideas, see page 10!



For more details about selling our products: Contact [email protected], call (206) 632-2421, or visit https://wholesale.snowleopard.org/account/register to apply for a wholesale account.



Royal Zoological Society of Scotland Edinburgh, Scotland – UK Partner since 2015 When we review images from our field research cameras, snow leopards are our main target. But we often catch glimpses of many other species of mammals and birds as well. We noticed one small feline repeatedly showing up—the little-studied “Pallas’s cat” (Otocolobus manul). This small cat is in on the IUCN Red List as “near threatened,” and is sometimes called “the small ghost of the mountains,” a nickname which nods to its larger counterpart: the snow leopard. To better understand these elusive cats, we recently formed the Pallas’s Cat International Conservation Alliance (PICA) with Royal Zoological Society of Scotland (RZSS) and crucial long-term partner and collaborator, Nordens Ark (Sweden). Researchers have access to our South Gobi camera images which help increase knowledge of the Pallas’s cat’s range. In July 2016, we caught the first-ever glimpse of juvenile Pallas’s cats since our study’s inception. We are excited to continue to grow our partnership with RZSS! In 2016, RZSS Highland Wildlife Park started selling our products in their gift shop, and RZSS generously donated a “Snow Leopard Experience” package to the Trust’s annual fundraising auction which will take place in October of 2017. To learn how your zoo can also donate to our auction, see page 10.



Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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BESTSELLING PRODUCTS



Snow Leopard Mug (China) Wholesale Price: $6.00/each Porcelain Snow Leopard Necklace (USA) Wholesale Price: $9.50/each



Organic Cotton Canvas Tote (USA) Wholesale Price: $11.00/each



Embroidered Napkins Floral Design (Pakistan) Wholesale Price: $10.50/each set of 4



Above: Felted Wool Mouse (Mongolia) Wholesale Price: $2.25/each Right: Needle Feted Mouse, Hedgehog, Owl Toys (Kyrgyzstan) Wholesale Price: $2.75/each



Snow Leopard Ornament (Mongolia) Wholesale Price: $5.00/each



Snow Leopard Face Booties with Camel Wool Tops Wholesale Price: $10.00/pair



Don’t have a wholesale account? Set one up and see our entire product line at wholesale.snowleopard.org! There are three easy ways to place orders: Online: www.snowleopard.org/shop Over the phone: (206) 632-2421 Email: [email protected] You can also email Marissa for a complete price list Thank you for your support! *Prices listed are in US Dollars



Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org



Photos by: Kevin Wickersham
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SPOTLIGHT ON: SERVICE SYSTEM ASSOCIATES Service Systems Associates (SSA) has invested in many different international organizations over the years, understanding that conservation education of our planet’s species and resources is of the utmost importance. At SSA’s San Francisco Zoo location, they wanted to partner with the zoo on the snow leopard and red panda animal conservation programs with the intention of giving back to these organizations. This provided SSA the opportunity to develop a presentation for their conservation team to share with their entire company on a proposed partnership back in 2014. Tammy Keener, SSA Senior Buyer at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, developed the idea of creating an exclusive plush for this program. In designing this plush they consulted with local zoologists familiar with the snow leopard to assure attention to detail, including the tail being as long as the animal. After this detailed process it was then decided to provide a percentage of every sale to be given directly to the Snow Leopard Trust starting in 2016. Since then, SSA has expanded this program to over 8 different Snow Leopard Trust - Zoo locations around the U.S and raised over $1200. These funds are used to provide ongoing research and conservation of snow leopards in the wild. To support this program, SSA has created various educational avenues including store signage, employee conservation information sheets for staff, and spotlighted SSA Conservation Conference Calls companywide. SSA Conservation Director Andrew Fischer has commented about this and the Red Panda Network partnership that “SSA looks forward to continuing and building upon these relationships for years to come as we recognize the dedicated efforts of the individuals in the field. We have a unique opportunity to illustrate to visitors at our zoo locations how then can help make a difference while learning more about these amazing animals.” To date, the following zoos have participated in SSA’s exclusive snow leopard plush program: Binder Park Zoo, Buffalo Zoological Gardens, Detroit Zoo, Houston Zoo, Sacramento Zoo, Tulsa Zoo, Utah’s Hogle Zoo, and Zoo Boise. “The Tulsa Zoo has been privileged to house snow leopards for our guests to experience since 1982. We are also equally as honored to have supported the Snow Leopard Trust in their untiring efforts to save this remarkable species since 1999. The snow leopards housed at the Tulsa Zoo are animal ambassadors that help connect our guests to their wild counterparts and hopefully inspire the next generation to conserve wildlife and wild places for the future. Our conservation partnership with the Snow Leopard Trust allows the Tulsa Zoo to lead by example in our community and to inspire a passion for wildlife in every guest, every day.” Richard A. Kotarsky, M.A. Conservation and Research Manager—Tulsa Zoo “We love supporting organizations such as yours - thanks for all that you do!” Johnna Walker Retail Buyer - Service Systems Associates, Inc.—Tulsa Zoo, Dallas Zoo, Children’s Aquarium at Fair Park Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org



The Tulsa Zoo Gift Shop proudly displays Snow Leopard Trust conservation merchandise (featured on page 6) alongside their SSA exclusive Snow Leopard Plush
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IN THE ZOOS



Como Park Zoo & Conservatory Saint Paul, MN – USA Partner since 2016 Visitors to Como Park Zoo in St. Paul might soon notice a new pair of snow leopards — Moutig, a male recently imported from France, and Alye, a female from Germany. What they might not know is why the cats made the journey from Europe to the United States: romance. Or, more accurately, to make little snow leopards. Bringing snow leopards from European zoos to North America helps ensure that future generations will be able to see these beautiful creatures up close, said Jay Tetzloff, superintendent of the Miller Park Zoo in Bloomington, Illinois, and coordinator of the Snow Leopard Species Survival Plan (SSP). There are only about 600 snow leopards in zoos around the world — and only about 150 in North America. That low number means that every year, there are fewer American snow leopards to safely breed. Less genetic diversity means a greater chance for birth defects and sterility in the cats that are born, Tetzloff said. With only about 20-30 percent of recommended pairings resulting in the birth of cubs, importing new leopards to U.S. zoos is seen as critical to their survival. Although Como Park Zoo has been the birthplace of 12 snow leopards since 1957, there are no guarantees. Snow leopards are solitary animals; sometimes, they’re just not interested. But if the stars align and the leopards cooperate, it takes about 90 days for a litter of two to three cubs to be born.



Moutig, Como Park Zoo’s new male snow leopard Photo Courtesy of: Como Friends



“We want our kids, our grandkids and our great grandkids to have the chance to see them in the zoo,” Tetzloff said. “We need them to be ambassadors.”



Como Park Zoo generously secured funding to enter into a five-year partnership agreement with the Snow Leopard Trust. The Trust then wrote a letter of support to highlight this collaboration which the zoo submitted as part of the process to transfer these snow leopards to their facility. Zoo contributions combined with our letters of support help to strengthen a connection to conservation. Please email [email protected] for more information. Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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IN THE ZOOS



Brevard Zoo Melbourne, FL – USA Partner since 2015



Photo Courtesy of the Brevard Zoo



The Snow Leopard Trust is excited to be one of five conservation organizations supported by Brevard Zoo’s Zoo Teen program, in which a dedicated group of youth, aged 13-18, gain high-level training in a work environment. This program is geared towards teens who have a close connection to animals and nature and are seeking experience in a more specialized area of the zoo. Participants of the Zoo Teen program assist keepers with animal care as well as educate guests. Zoo Teens also lead fundraising activities such as face painting, raffles, bake sales, and their annual Youth Environment Summit. Thank you so much to the 2016 Zoo Teens for all of their efforts!



The Trust is also thrilled to announce that we have been selected by Brevard Zoo’s staff as one of the organizations featured in this year’s Quarters for Conservation program at their zoo. Our project, “How a Hat Saved a Cat - Empowering Women in Mongolia to Protect the Endangered Snow Leopard”, is scheduled to be highlighted from October-December 2017, and visitors to Brevard Zoo will have the opportunity to vote for our project during that time. Funds raised through Quarters for Conservation will go towards our Snow Leopard Enterprises income generation program and will benefit communities in Mongolia, proving that a little change can make a big difference. Flying Snow Leopard - Noyon, Mongolia - SLT/SLCF



“We’re honored to get the opportunity to support worthwhile organizations like Snow Leopard Trust. Thank you for all that you do for our animals and the environment!” Jennifer Lindsay Zoo Teen & Jr. Keeper Coordinator Brevard Zoo Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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WAYS TO GET INVOLVED Celebrate Snow Leopard Day! Here are a few activity ideas for making your Snow Leopard Day event fun and educational: 



Conservation Connections Cart—mobile education cart with touchable items: snow leopard pelt, photos, maps, posters, handicrafts from the Snow Leopard Trust conservation programs, raw wool, models of snow leopard skulls, ibex horns, etc.







Puppet shows, children’s story time, organized tracking activities for kids







Face painting and crafts for children—Create snow leopard masks, snow leopard puppets, or decorate Tibetan ‘prayer flags’







Mock research station display—Display Snow Leopard Trust literature, maps, equipment







Tables with Snow Leopard Enterprises handicrafts for sale or display







Snow Leopard Keeper talks and enrichment activities for resident cats







Truck in snow for zoo animal enrichment and visitor recreation



We are happy to donate to your fundraisers as well!



Kevin Wickersham



Donate an item to our annual fall fundraiser! Examples of items donated by zoos:  ‘Swag Bag’ including anything from a zoo sweatshirt to a best selling item from your gift shop  Behind the Scenes Tours at your zoo  Free passes to your zoo The possibilities are endless! Email [email protected] for more info and/or a procurement form.



Our 2016 Auction held at Seattle’s Woodland Park Zoo featured these wonderful tote bags generously donated by the Tallinn Zoo, along with yarn from the Tulsa Zoo and a Behind the Scenes Director’s Tour from the Alaska Zoo!



Let’s Get Social! Twitter: @snowleopards Facebook: Snow Leopard Trust Instagram: snowleopardtrust YouTube: www.youtube.com/snowleopardtrust Thank you for your support! Snow Leopard Trust www.snowleopard.org
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A HUGE Thank You to Our 2016-2017 Zoo Partners! *



*



*



*



*



*



* *



*



*



*



*



*



*



*



*



*



* = Selling Snow Leopard Trust merchandise AAZK Detroit AAZK Milwaukee Zoo* AAZK Wildlife World Zoo Chapter Akron Zoological Park Alaska Zoo* Albuquerque BioPark Alexandria Zoological Park Assiniboine Park Zoo Association Zoologique d'Asson* Audubon Zoo* Big Bear Alpine Zoo* Billabong Zoo* Binder Park Zoo Blank Park Zoo Brevard Zoo Buffalo Zoological Gardens* Calgary Zoo* Cape May County Zoo* Carolina Tiger Rescue* Cheyenne Mountain Zoo* Claws’N’Paws Wildlife Animal Park Cleveland Metroparks Zoo* Como Park Zoo Denver Zoo Edmonton Valley Zoo Great Bend Brit Spaugh Zoo* Great Plains Zoo Houston Zoo John Ball Zoo* Jungle Cat World La Passerelle/Parc Animalier d’Auvergne Lake Superior Zoological Gardens*



Lakeland Wildlife Oasis Lehigh Valley Zoo* Linton Zoological Gardens Louisville Zoological Garden Micke Grove Zoo* Midnight Sun AAZK Chapter Mill Mountain Zoo* Miller Park Zoo Milwaukee County Zoo* Minnesota Zoo* National Zoo & Aquarium Conservation Team* NEW Zoo & Adventure Park Oklahoma City Zoo Orsa Bjornpark* Paradise Wildlife Park/Wildlife Heritage Foundation Parco Faunistico Le Cornelle Parco Natura Viva Peoria Zoo - Heart of IL AAZK Philadelphia Zoo Phoenix Zoo Pittsburgh Zoo* Plock Zoo Potawatomi Zoo* Roger Williams Park Zoo Rolling Hills Zoo Roosevelt Park Zoo—Minot Zoo Crew* Rosamond Gifford Zoo Royal Zoological Society of Scotland Sacramento Zoo* Safari de Peaugres San Antonio Zoo & Aquarium



Santa Barbara Zoo* Scovill Zoo AAZK Chapter SECAS Seneca Park Zoo Sequoia Park Zoo* St. Louis Zoo* Tallinn Zoo Toledo Zoo* Toronto Zoo Zoo Basel* Zoo Boise* Zoo de Granby Zoo de la Boissière du Doré & Mervent Zoo de Servion Zoo Dresden Zoo Liberec* ZooLife ZooParc de Tregomeur



Would you like to see your zoo represented on this this? Please send in the enclosed form or email [email protected] today! More information can also be found at: www.snowleopard.org/about/partners/ zoo-partners/



List Printed on 05/19/2017
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